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For orders of two pages or 
more, please number the
pages in this box.

Page No. Total pages

Standard bracket
Handle secured type

Rack and pinion handle
None

To order a Semi-order stage, refer to our website or catalogue
and enter a check or the required number of items, etc., in the
red and blue boxes. Then, fax this order form to the number
given below. We will then contact you with details of our
estimate and purchasing procedures, etc.

B: Semi-order Stage Order Form (Multiple axes)
Complete system image

①

②

*This order form is for customers who wish
to order stages with two or more axes.
Customers who wish to order single axis
stages, or pre-designed stages should use
the appropriate forms.

③ ④

⑤

Customers who wish other complete
product images should enter the image
below (sketches are acceptable).

⑥

⑦

*Please check the following before sending.
■ Have you selected all items ① to ⑧? (③ is for rack and pinion only.)
■ Have you entered all required customer information?

E-mail

＠

Red box entry (upper base)

Blue box entry (lower base)

Select base

Select bracket

Select basic stage

Select handles

Select pre-load
adjustment

Select scale

Company name Name

Phone

Address

-              -　　　　　　　　-

MIRUC OPTICAL CO.,LTD.
34-24 Matsuki, Hachioji-shi, Tokyo Japan [Postal Code]192-0362  URL：http://www.miruc.co.jp
TEL:+81-42-679-3825　FAX：+81-42-679-3827  E-mail：info@miruc.co.jp　

Screw on type Magnetic type
Vibration

damping type
Handle fixing type None

Ordinary type Central division type Left/right 0 reference type None

Clamp lever can be
firmly tightened.

Ordinary type None

Select stoppers

For screwdriver
adjustment

For finger
adjustment

Ordinary type
（φ10）

Large type
（φ15）

Long type
（φ10）

Handle extension
adapter type（φ10）

Rack and pinion handle feed screw handle （Φ12）
Ordinary type With handle fixing

function
Handle extension

adapter type

XSO-50 XSO-80 XSO-120 XSO-50SC
Rack and pinion handle feed screw handle （Φ12）

XSO-80SC

No. of
complete
units

⑧

ex：Scale fixed to both sides. ...etc

*Comments
Please any instructions, requests, etc. 
(with diagrams, if required).

+81-42-679-3827FAX：

*Magnetic bases are not available for
 XSO-50 and XSO50SC

*Required for rack and pinion type only.

*In order to maintain safety, 
each order contains two stoppers.


